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Abstract
An orthogonal spanner network for a given set of n points in the plane is a plane straight line graph
with axis-aligned edges that connects all input points. We show that for any set of n points in the plane,
there is an orthogonal spanner network that (i) is short having a total edge length at most a constant times
the length of a Euclidean minimum spanning tree for the point set; (ii) is small having O(n) vertices and
edges; and (iii) has constant geometric dilation, which means that for any two points u and v in the
network, the shortest path in the network between u and v is at most a constant times longer than the
Euclidean distance between u and v. Such a network can be constructed in O(n log n) time.
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Introduction

A typical problem in the theory of metric embeddings asks for a mapping from one metric space to another
that distorts the distances between point pairs as little as possible. In this paper, we address the following
problem about geometric dilation: Given a finite set S of points in the plane, find a small plane graph G
containing S so that the distortion between the L2 distance and the Euclidean shortest path distance in G
between any two points (on edges or at vertices) of G is bounded by an absolute constant.
A restricted variant of this problem, where the distortion is measured only for pairs of points in S, called
stretch factor or vertex dilation, received increased attention in the late 80s and early 90s [9, 11, 24, 26];
see [17] for a survey. From the previous results, perhaps the most similar to ours is that of Bose et al. [8],
which states that for any set S of n points in the plane, one can construct in O(n log n) time a plane graph
H with four properties: (i) the vertex set of H is S, (ii) H has maximum degree O(1), (iii) the total length
of the edges of H is O(W ), where W = W (S) denotes the length of a Euclidean minimum spanning tree
for S, and (iv) for any two vertices u, v ∈ S, the shortest path along H is at most O(1) times longer than
the distance between u and v. The last property is also referred to as constant vertex dilation. Note that the
graph H is sparse and the bound on the total length is best possible, since H has to be connected. Intuitively,
the graph H corresponds to a road network that ensures that the detour between any two of n given cities
is bounded by a constant (see a precise definition below). However, there may be pairs of points along the
roads (halfway between cities) with arbitrarily large detour.
Good transportation networks should have small detour values for any pair of points in the network
(graph): since most new sites (facilities) that are being deployed naturally lie on the existing roads, their
detour to any other point in the network is therefore small from the start. Other applications include directional wireless networks where interference is undesirable (see the connection between constant geometric
dilation and so-called narrow channels, discussed in the next section).
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Let us recall the formal definition of geometric dilation (see [13, 15]). Let G be a plane graph whose
edges are curves. If there is no danger of confusion, G also denotes the set of points in the plane covered by
the edges and vertices of the plane graph G. The detour between two points u, v ∈ G (on edges or vertices
of G) is the ratio between the length dG (u, v) of a Euclidean shortest path connecting u and v in G and their
Euclidean distance |uv|. The supremum value of detours over all pairs of points, denoted δ(G), is called the
geometric dilation of G:
dG (u, v)
δ(G) := sup
.
|uv|
u,v∈G
In contrast, the vertex dilation (also known as stretch factor) is maxu,v∈V (G) dG (u, v)/|uv|, where V (G) is
the vertex set of G. For instance, if G consists of the four vertices and edges of a rectangle of aspect ratio t
(that is, a longer edge of the rectangle is t ≥ 1 times √
longer than a shorter edge), then the geometric dilation
of G is t + 1, while its vertex dilation is only (t + 1)/ t2 + 1. For a set S of n points in the plane, a spanner
network G is a connected plane straight line graph (for short P SLG) whose vertex set contains S.
In the current paper, we further extend the results in [8] and construct a graph G spanning the points
in S such that G is not only a plane graph with O(1) maximum degree, O(W ) weight, and O(1) stretch
factor, but G also has constant geometric dilation, that is, the detour between any two points of the graph
(not just between vertices) is bounded from above by a constant. In addition, G is an orthogonal network,
having axis-parallel edges, hence its maximum degree is at most 4. Our construction uses O(n) Steiner
points, which is best possible in general, since there are n-element point sets in the plane for which every
orthogonal spanner network requires Ω(n) Steiner points.
Theorem 1 For every set S of n points in the plane, there is an orthogonal spanner network G such that (i)
its geometric dilation is O(1); (ii) it has O(n) vertices; and (iii) its length is O(W ). Such a network can be
computed in O(n log n) time.
The choice of parameters in our construction allows trade-offs among the geometric dilation, the number
of vertices, and the length of the network. In this work, we focused on finding a simple and efficient way
to construct a network with properties (i)–(iii). We made no attempt to optimize the constant coefficients
hidden in the asymptotic notation of our bounds. In the analyses of our algorithms, we preferred simplicity
to sharpness, and some of the constants are currently too large for practical applications.

Related previous results
Geometric spanners and vertex dilation. Planar straight line graphs with constant vertex dilation were
thoroughly studied in the context of geometric spanners, motivated by VLSI design problems [17, 27].
Chew [10]
√ proved that the vertex dilation of the rectilinear Delaunay triangulation of n points in the plane is
at most 10. He also conjectured that the vertex dilation of the Euclidean Delaunay triangulation is at most
π/2 ≈ 1.57, which would be best possible; Dobkin et√al. [12] gave an upper bound of about 5.08, which
was later improved by Keil and Gutwin [24] to 4π/(3 3) ≈ 2.42. Das and Joseph [11] found a large class
of geometric graphs with constant vertex dilation, characterized by a certain diamond property.
A lot of work has been done on constructing “good” spanners: sparse and light graphs with constant
vertex dilation. For a set S of n points in the plane, a greedy algorithm [2, 26] on the Delaunay triangulation
computes a plane spanner graph G with vertex set S that has O(1) vertex dilation and O(W ) length. Here
the vertex dilation can be made smaller than 2.42 · t, for any t > 1, while the length of the graph increases
t+1
to at most t−1
W . Bose et al. [8] were able to combine planarity with constant maximum degree while
guaranteeing constant vertex dilation. However, none of these results provides any upper bound for the
geometric dilation of the resulting networks.
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If the network is not required to be plane, Narasimhan and Smid [28] proved that a greedy algorithm on
the complete graph can produce a spanner network whose vertex dilation is t, for any t > 1, while having
O((t−1)−4 W ) length and vertex degree bounded by O((t−1)−2 log(t−1)−1 ). Recently, Aronov et al. [3]
gave a tight worst-case bound on the vertex dilation in terms of the number of edges of the spanning network
of n points. For many other related results, see the recent book of Narasimhan and Smid [28] and a survey
paper of Gudmundsson and Knauer [20] on geometric spanners.
Geometric dilation of planar point sets. The problem of embedding a given planar point set in a network of small geometric dilation, as well as the problem of computing or estimating the dilation of planar
networks have only recently received attention. First attempts were made in designing efficient algorithms
for computing the geometric dilation of a polygonal curve [1, 16]. Dumitrescu et al. [13] showed that some
point sets require geometric dilation strictly greater than π/2 ≈ 1.5707: at least (1 + 10−11 )π/2, to be
precise. Ebbers-Baumann et al. [15] proved that every finite point set can be embedded in a plane graph
(with curved edges) of geometric dilation at most 1.678: This network, however, may use an exponential
number of Steiner points, and may be much heavier than W . Here we show how to construct a plane spanner
network for a point set which simultaneously has few Steiner vertices, small weight, and constant geometric
dilation.
Related problems. A somewhat related problem is the Manhattan network problem. A plane graph whose
vertex dilation is 1 under the L1 metric is called a Manhattan network [5, 21]. For our purpose such networks
might be too expensive. Take, for instance, n equidistant points on the boundary of an axis-aligned unit
square. The minimum Manhattan network of such a graph has weight Ω(nW ) and it contains Ω(n2 ) Steiner
vertices; while the unit square itself has weight O(W ), n vertices, and geometric dilation 2.

2

Reduction to axis-aligned polygons

Notation on plane straight line graphs and polygons. A plane straight line graph (P SLG) is a finite
graph together with an embedding into the plane R2 , where the vertices are mapped to distinct points and
the edges are mapped to straight line segments, any two of which are either disjoint or meet only at a
common endpoint. The complement R2 \ G of a P SLG G may have several components. Since G is finite,
exactly one component of R2 \ G is unbounded, and all others are bounded. The portion of G lying on the
boundary of a bounded component of R2 \ G is called a face. The interior of a face f is denoted by int(f ).
A simple polygon is a connected 2-regular P SLG. A weakly simple polygon is a P SLG that can be
covered with a closed polygonal chain (p1 , p2 , . . . , pk , pk+1 = p1 ) with possible repetitions such that the
sides pi pi+1 are pairwise noncrossing segments and each point pi can be perturbed by at most an arbitrarily
small ² > 0 to a position pi 0 so that the closed polygonal chain P 0 = (p1 0 , p2 0 , . . . , pk 0 , pk+1 0 = p1 0 ) is a
simple polygon (Fig. 1(a-b)). In particular, every bounded face of a P SLG G is a weakly simple polygon with
simply connected interior, which is for short called polygon in this paper. The union of a polygon P and its
interior int(P ) is the polygonal domain dom(P ) ⊂ R2 . A subdivision of a polygon P is a P SLG G with
P ⊂ G ⊂ dom(P ).
The length of a P SLG G, denoted |G|, is the total length of the edges of G. We use the terms length and
weight interchangeably. For two P SLGs, G1 and G2 , with no two crossing edges, we use G1 ∪ G2 (resp.,
G1 \ G2 ) to denote the P SLG which is the union (resp., set difference) of the two drawings G1 and G2 (edges
may be subdivided in this process). The cardinality of a set X is denoted by #X.
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Figure 1: (a) A weakly simple polygon P covered with a closed polygonal chain (p1 , p1 , . . . , p38 , p1 ) with 38 vertices.
(b) Polygon P is perturbed into a simple polygon. (c) The bounded faces of P are weakly simple polygons with simply
connected interiors, for short, polygons in this paper.

2.1

Our algorithm in a nutshell

We construct an orthogonal spanner network for a given set S of n points in the plane (Fig. 2(a)). First,
we reduce the problem to a polygon subdivision problem. We construct a constant factor approximation
TA (S) of a rectilinear Steiner minimum tree (RSMT) of S. The tree TA (S) retains a key property of RSMT,
which we call spaciousness; it is similar, in some sense, to the diamond property from [11]. Intuitively, an
empty rectangle of large aspect ratio is called a “narrow channel” if its two longer sides are contained in
two parallel edges of the graph. A P SLG G is “spacious” if it has no narrow channels. A narrow channel is
undesirable because the detour between the midpoints of the longer sides of the channel is large. We enclose
TA (S) in an appropriate orthogonal bounding square B, add a segment connecting TA (S) and B and thus
obtain a spacious weakly simple polygon P (Fig. 2(b)). It suffices to subdivide P into polygonal faces of
constant geometric dilation such that the total length and the number of vertices increase by at most constant
factors.
We augment P with new edges and vertices in two phases. The first phase (Section 3) decomposes
a spacious orthogonal polygon into spacious pocketed mountain polygons; see Def. 5 and Fig. 2(c). The
advantage of mountain polygons is that it is easy to approximate their geometric dilation in terms of the
detours corresponding to horizontal and vertical point pairs (Lemma 4). In the second phase (Section 4),
we greedily decompose each pocketed mountain polygon into polygons of constant geometric dilation in a
top-down plane sweep algorithm: Whenever the portion of a mountain above the sweep line has “critical”
vertical or horizontal dilation, we insert new edges that separate this area and an adjacent buffer zone from
the rest of the mountain (Fig. 2(d)). The buffer zones make sure that the detour is bounded by a constant for
points lying on the newly inserted edges.

2.2

Reduction to an axis-aligned subdivision

Ebbers-Baumann et al. [15] proved that the geometric dilation of a plane graph G is attained for the endpoints of a visibility segment uv (where u, v ∈ G but the relative interior relint(uv) of the segment uv is
disjoint from G). In our final graph G, any pair of visible points lie on the boundary of a bounded (polygonal)
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Figure 2: The three main steps of our algorithm. (a) A point set S; (b) a rectilinear Steiner tree TA (S) and a bounding
square B jointly forming a (weakly simple) polygon; (c) a pocketed mountain subdivision; and (d) a further refined
subdivision into polygons of constant geometric dilation.

face of G. The internal dilation of a polygon P is
½
¾
dP (u, v)
δint (P ) = sup
: u, v ∈ P and relint(uv) ⊂ int(P ) .
|uv|
Thus if the internal dilation of every bounded face is at most a constant c, then the dilation of G is bounded
by the same constant c.
Theorem 2 For every set S of n points in the plane, there is an orthogonal subdivision G of a bounding
square of S such that (i) the internal dilation of every bounded face of G is O(1); (ii) G has O(n) vertices;
and (iii) the length of the subdivision G is O(W ). Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n) time.
It is easy to see that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2; in particular, conditions (ii) and (iii) are the same.

2.3

Reduction to spacious orthogonal polygons

Given a set S of n points in the plane, we first construct a Steiner spanning tree TA (S) whose vertex set
contains S. Ideally, TA (S) is the rectilinear
Steiner minimum tree (RSMT) of S, which has at most 2n − 1
√
vertices and whose length is at most 2W . One crucial property of the RSMT is that it is 1-spacious, as
defined below.
5

Definition 1 Given an orthogonal P SLG G and a parameter κ ≥ 1, a κ-narrow channel is a rectangle r of
aspect ratio greater than κ such that (refer to Fig. 3(a))
• the two longer sides of r are each contained in an edge of G;
• the interior of r is disjoint from G.
Definition 2 An orthogonal P SLG G is κ-spacious, if it has no κ-narrow channel. An orthogonal polygon
P is internally κ-spacious if it has no κ-narrow channel r with r ⊂ dom(P ).
Remark. For an orthogonal κ-spacious polygon P , κ-narrow channels can neither be present inside nor
outside the polygon.
By definition, if a P SLG G is κ1 -spacious, then it is also κ2 -spacious for every κ2 ≥ κ1 . It is easy to
see that every RSMT T for a point set is 1-spacious: If an RSMT T of a point set contained a 1-narrow
channel r, then one could construct a shorter RSMT by replacing a portion of T along a longer side of r
with a shorter side of r (see Fig. 3(b-c)).
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Figure 3: (a) A P SLG with two 3-narrow channels (highlighted) but no 4-narrow channel. (b-c) If an orthogonal
Steiner tree T is not 1-spacious, then it is not minimal. (d) This argument does not work if one of the longer sides of
r passes through any (input or Steiner) vertex of G.
Although, it is NP-hard to construct an RSMT for a given point set [18], the problem admits a PTAS [4].
Instead of an RSMT, we construct in O(n log n) time a tree TA (S) satisfying property (?) defined below.
Definition 3 An orthogonal spanner network G for a set S of n points has property (?) if
1. it is 4-spacious,
2. it has O(W ) length, and
3. it has O(n) vertices.
Constructing a Steiner spanning tree TA with property (?). It is not difficult to construct a rectilinear
Steiner spanning tree satisfying property (?) for a set S of n points in the plane. Thomborson (see [7]) suggested the following Kruskal-type algorithm: Initially, let the input points form a forest G0 with n singleton
components. In each step, find two components whose L1 -distance is minimal and connect them with an
axis-aligned straight line segment or with an axis-aligned L-shape between a vertex of one component and
a point (at a vertex or on an edge) of the other. The L-shaped path is always oriented so that the horizontal
edge is at the bottom. The algorithm computes a rectilinear Steiner spanning tree TA in n − 1 steps. Each
step creates at most one Steiner vertex, so the output has no more than 2n − 1 vertices. By Kruskal’s result [25], the resulting rectilinear Steiner tree cannot be heavier than the minimum rectilinear spanning tree
(which
has no Steiner points but the edge length is measured in L1 norm); which in turn has weight at most
√
2W .
6

The above tree TA is also 1-spacious: Assume that the two longer sides of a 1-narrow channel r lie along
two parallel edges e1 and e2 of TA . Refer to Fig. 3(b-c). We may assume that e1 was created prior to e2 ;
and at the step when e2 was created, it was part of a shortest orthogonal path π connecting components Ci
and Cj of the current forest. Observe that edge e1 cannot belong to both Ci and Cj . By removing e2 ∩ r and
adding the two shortest sides of r, we obtain two orthogonal paths πi and πj that connect some points in e1
to Ci and Cj . Note that both πi and πj are strictly shorter than π (since the aspect ratio of r is greater than
1). Thus the algorithm would not make the assumed connection π through e2 ; a contradiction. Hence, the
tree TA does not have any 1-narrow channel.
Wee et al. [30, Section 5] implemented the above algorithm in O(n log n) space and O(n log2 n) time,
which we show can be reduced to O(n log n). The bottleneck of their implementation is a semi-dynamic
(insert only) data structure that stores the n input points and O(n) Steiner points (inserted one-by-one) and,
for a query point (a, b), can report a point in the two-sided range {(x, y) : x ≤ a and y ≤ b} with maximum
weight cx + dy for some fixed c, d ∈ R. Note also that every Steiner point in Thomborson’s construction
has the same x- and y-coordinate as some input points, so all points in the data structure lie in the n × n grid
generated by the n input points. Wee et al. used the fully dynamic range tree data structure of Bentley [6] and
Willard [31], which takes O(n log n) preprocessing time and space, and O(log2 n) update and query time.
Hence, O(n) insertions and queries are done in O(n log2 n) total time and O(n log n) space. Even the best
currently known fully dynamic data structure for orthogonal range searching, by Nekrich [29], would only
improve the time bound to O(n(log n/ log log n)2 ). However, we can use the semi-dynamic data structure
of Imai and Asano [23, Section 3.5], which takes O(n log n) preprocessing time and space, and O(log n)
amortized insertion and query time. With this data structure, the total runtime of Thomborson’s construction
of the Steiner tree TA is only O(n log n).
Reduction. Let B 0 be the minimum axis-aligned bounding box of S, and let B be a square of side length
2W containing B 0 which extends B 0 by at least W/2 in each direction. Let now P = P (B) be the P SLG
formed by the union of B, a tree TA with property (?), and an axis-parallel segment connecting a vertex of
TA lying on B 0 to the closest point on B; see Fig. 2(b).
Proposition 1 P is an orthogonal polygon with property (?).
Proof: First we show that P has property (?). P has at most O(n) + 4 + 1 = O(n) vertices since TA
has O(n) vertices and there are 5 more vertices on the bounding box B. Since TA is 1-spacious, P is also
1-spacious, therefore also 4-spacious. Its length is |P | ≤ (4 · 2 + 1)W + |TA | = O(W ). Note also that P
has exactly one bounded face, which is simply connected and lies inside B. Hence, P is a polygon in our
terminology.
2
The following theorem immediately implies Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 Every 4-spacious orthogonal polygon P with n vertices has an orthogonal subdivision G such
that (i) the internal dilation of every face of G is O(1); (ii) G has O(n) vertices; and (iii) the length of the
subdivision G is O(|P |). Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Overview. In Sections 3 and 4, we prove Theorem 3 and present an algorithm that constructs an orthogonal
subdivision G for a given 4-spacious orthogonal polygon P with n vertices. This algorithm has two phases.
In the first phase, we decompose P into 4-spacious pocketed mountains (Section 3). In the second phase,
we decompose each 4-spacious pocketed mountain into orthogonal polygons of constant internal dilation
(Section 4).
In both phases, we augment P with new edges and vertices. We charge every new vertex to old vertices
such that each vertex of P is charged at most a constant number of times. Similarly, we charge the length of
7

every new edge to portions of edges of P of the same length such that each point of P is charged at most a
constant number of times.

3

Subdividing spacious orthogonal polygons

In this section, we subdivide a 4-spacious orthogonal polygon into certain 4-spacious polygons of a
special structure, namely 4-spacious pocketed mountains. Specifically, we prove the following lemma at the
end of this section.
Lemma 1 Every 4-spacious orthogonal polygon P with n vertices has an orthogonal subdivision G such
that every bounded face is a 4-spacious pocketed mountain polygon (defined below); (ii) G has O(n) vertices; and (iii) the length of the subdivision G is O(|P |). Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n)
time.
We start with defining mountain polygons, pockets, and pocketed mountains.
Definition 4 (Refer to Fig. 4, left.) A vertical mountain (alternatively, histogram) is an orthogonal polygon
P that has a special horizontal edge b, called base, such that for every point u ∈ dom(P ) there is a vertical
segment uv ⊂ dom(P ) that connects u to a point v ∈ b. A horizontal mountain is defined analogously (with
a vertical base and horizontal segments uv).
Ideally, we would like to subdivide a 4-spacious polygon into 4-spacious mountain polygons. However,
our algorithm sometimes creates 4-narrow channels in intermediate steps. The concept of a “pocket” allows
us to efficiently dispose of any such 4-narrow channel. Intuitively, we augment the polygonal domain
dom(P ) of a polygon P with a rectangle (called “pocket”) adjacent to P . This deformation of P can be
thought of as a perturbation that replaces a portion of an edge of P by a polyline in the proximity of the
original edge.

P

base

Pc

u
w
r
v0
v
base

Figure 4: Upper left: a vertical mountain polygon. Lower left: a vertical pocketed mountain polygon with 7 pockets.
Right: a pocketed polygon Pb composed of an orthogonal polygon P and 4 pockets.
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Definition 5 A pocketed polygon Pb is an orthogonal polygon with the following representation1 : an orthogonal polygon P and a finite set of rectangles, called pockets, such that (refer to Fig. 4)
• the rectangles are pairwise disjoint and also disjoint from the interior of P ;
• one of the longer sides sr of each rectangle r is contained in an edge of P .
The polygon Pb is obtained by replacing each segment sr by the polygonal path r \ sr composed of three
c is a pocketed mountain polygon.
segments. In particular, if M is a mountain polygon, then M
We first show that a pocketed polygon Pb cannot have much larger internal dilation than P .
Lemma 2 Every pocketed polygon Pb satisfies δint (Pb) ≤ 3δint (P ).
Proof: Consider two points u, v ∈ Pb for which the internal dilation of Pb is attained. We distinguish three
cases:
Case 1: u, v ∈ P . Since every segment sr , r ∈ R, was replaced by a path of length at most 3|sr |, we
have dPb (u, v) ≤ 3dP (u, v) ≤ 3δint (P )|uv|.
Case 2: u ∈ P , and v ∈ Pb \ P , that is, v lies on the boundary of a pocket r. (Refer to Fig. 4,
right.) Let v 0 denote the intersection points of uv with P ∩ int(Pb), and assume that the shortest
path dP (u, v 0 ) passes through vertex w of r ∩ P . We have dPb (u, v) ≤ dPb (u, w) + dPb (w, v) ≤
3dP (u, w) + 3(|wv 0 | + |v 0 v|) ≤ 3dP (uv 0 ) + 3|v 0 v|. Hence the detour between u and v in Pb can be
bounded by
½
¾
dPb (u, v)
3dP (u, v 0 ) + 3|vv 0 |
3dP (u, v 0 ) 3|vv 0 |
≤
≤ max
,
≤ 3δint (P ).
|uv|
|uv 0 | + |vv 0 |
|uv 0 |
|vv 0 |
Case 3: u, v ∈ Pb \ P (both u and v lie on the boundary of pockets). If u and v are in two distinct
pockets, then we can argue analogously to the previous case. If u and v lie in the same pocket, then
their detour is at most 3 ≤ 3δint (P ).
In all three cases, we have dPb (u, v) ≤ 3δint (P )|uv| for u, v ∈ Pb, hence δint (Pb) ≤ 3δint (P ).

2

A subroutine for eliminating 4-narrow channels. We say that a κ-narrow channel r of a graph G is
adjacent to a face f of G, if r lies in a bounded face of G adjacent to f and one of the longer sides of r
is contained in an edge of f . The subroutine AddPockets modifies G by attaching pockets to f to “fill”
all the adjacent 4-narrow channels. The pockets attached to f are slightly shorter than the adjacent narrow
channels. This gap guarantees that the edges created (on the boundary of pockets) are sufficiently far from
other edges and thus do not form new 4-narrow channels.
Algorithm 1 AddPockets(G, f )
Input: P SLG G and a face f of G. (Refer to Fig. 5(b-c), where f = Mb .)
Output: a P SLG G and its face fb.
Find the set R of all maximal 4-narrow channels adjacent to f in G. For each r ∈ R, let r0 be the rectangle
obtained from r by removing two squares adjacent to the two shorter sides of r. Let fb be the pocketed
polygon determined by f and the rectangles r0 , r ∈ R. Let G = (G \ f ) ∪ fb. Return G and fb.
1

This representation is not necessarily unique.
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Lemma 3 Let G be an orthogonal P SLG and let f be one of its faces. If every 4-narrow channel of G that
lies outside of f is adjacent to f , then the output of AddPockets(G, f ) has no 4-narrow channel outside
of fb.
Proof: One side of every 4-narrow channel of G outside of f must be contained in an edge of f . The
procedure AddPockets(G, f ) removes a large portion of this side from G so that remaining portions of
the edges do not form a 4-narrow channel anymore. Now consider a newly created edge e (one of the
shorter edges of a rectangle r0 , r ∈ R). If the graph produced by AddPockets(G, f ) has a 4-narrow
channel adjacent to e, the channel would lie in a square along e, which is empty by construction. So e
cannot participate in any 4-narrow channel, either.
2
Proposition 2 For any orthogonal P SLG G and face f , subroutine AddPockets(G, f ) does not increase
the length of G.
Proof: Let R be as defined in subroutine AddPockets(G, f ). For every rectangle r ∈ R, subroutine
AddPockets(G, f ) removes the edge of r0 adjacent to f and augments G with the two shorter edges of r0 .
Since the aspect ratio of r0 is at least 2, the length of G does not increase.
2
For the proof of Lemma 1, we present a recursive algorithm, BuildMountains(Pb, b), whose input is
a 4-spacious pocketed polygon Pb and an edge b, called base, of the corresponding polygon P ; it recursively
builds pocketed mountains induced by a base (Definition 6); its output is a subdivision of Pb into 4-spacious
pocketed mountains. Initially, we choose an arbitrary side of P as the base b. Refer to Fig. 5(a-f).
Definition 6 Given a pocketed polygon Pb (represented by a polygon P and some pockets) and an edge b on
the boundary of P , let the pocketed mountain polygon induced by b with respect to Pb be the boundary of
the region formed by the union of all maximal segments that lie in dom(Pb), are orthogonal to b, and have
an endpoint in b.
Algorithm 2 BuildMountains(Pb, b).
Input: a 4-spacious pocketed polygon Pb (represented as P and some pockets) and an edge b of P .
Output: a subdivision G of the polygon Pb into 4-spacious pocketed mountain polygons.
1. Construct the pocketed mountain Mb induced by b with respect to Pb, and let G = Pb ∪Mb (Fig. 5(a-b)).
cb .]
2. Call AddPockets(G, Mb ) (Fig. 5(b-c)). [This modifies G and creates M
cb . For every face f ∈ Pb ,
3. Let Pb denote the set of all faces of G with the exception of M
cb \ Pb orthogonal to b (Fig. 5(d));
(a) let the base edge b(f ) be the unique common edge of f and M
(b) call AddPockets(G, f ) (Fig. 5(e-f)) [this modifies G and creates fb.];
(c) let G = G ∪ BuildMountains(fb, b(f )).
4. Return G.
Proof of Lemma 1: We analyze Algorithm 2. We may assume w.l.o.g. that b is horizontal and P lies above
b in the invocation we consider. Step 1 creates a pocketed vertical mountain polygon Mb (where all pockets,
cb by attaching pockets to the vertical edges
if any, lie below b). Then AddPockets(G, Mb ) creates M
cb to a weakly simple polygon,
of Mb . Finally, subroutines AddPockets(G, f ), f ∈ Pb , may shrink M
b
bb . A recursive
denoted Nb , whose interior may be disconnected. Let Nb denote the set of bounded faces of N
bb , where P
bb = {fb : f ∈ Pb } (Fig. 5(f)). The polygons in
call subdivides P into the set of polygons Nb ∪ P
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Figure 5: (a) A polygon Pb with a (pocketed) base b. (b) The pocketed mountain polygon Mb induced by the base b
w.r.t. Pb is adjacent to two 4-narrow channels r1 and r2 . An edge e ⊂ Mb \ Pb is adjacent to Mb and to a face fe of
cb . (d) The base of every
the current subdivision. (c) Subroutine AddPockets(G, Mb ) extends Mb to a polygon M
c
b
cb ). (f)
face in Pb is the vertical edge along Mb \ P . (e) There are three 4-narrow channels r3 , r4 , and r5 in dom(M
cb into a set of polygons
Subroutines AddPockets(G, f6 ), AddPockets(G, f7 ), and AddPockets(G, f12 ) split M
b
b
b
b
Nb = {N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 }.
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Nb are removed from further consideration in the remainder of Algorithm 2, and we recurse on the polygons
bb .
in P
bb is
4-Spaciousness is preserved. First we show that if Pb is 4-spacious, then every polygon in Nb ∪ P
also 4-spacious. In one recursive call, only step 1 may create 4-narrow channels (Lemma 3). After step 1,
every 4-narrow channel is either contained in Mb or adjacent to Mb ; and one of its longer sides is contained
in a vertical edge of Mb \ Pb. Subroutine AddPockets(G, Mb ) eliminates all 4-narrow channels adjacent
cb ) and at least one of its longer
to Mb . In the resulting subdivision, every 4-narrow channel lies in dom(M
cb \ Pb (both longer sides cannot be contained in edges of Pb, since
sides is contained in a vertical edge of M
cb \ Pb separates M
cb and a face f ∈ Pb ; and so AddPockets(G, f )
Pb is 4-spacious). Every edge of M
destroys all 4-narrow channels adjacent to f . Hence at the end of the recursive call, all faces in Nb ∪ Pbb are
4-spacious, so the pocketed input polygons in all recursive subproblems are 4-spacious. By induction, the
output subdivision G of the input polygon Pb is also 4-spacious.
b ∈ Nb is a pocketed vertical
Pocketed mountains are produced. Next we show that every polygon N
mountain. Polygon Mb is a pocketed mountain, where all pockets are adjacent to the base b (they are the
pockets of Pb along b). Subroutine AddPockets(G, Mb ) may attach pockets to some vertical edges in
cb is again a pocketed vertical mountain. Then AddPockets(G, f ) can attach some pockets
Mb \ Pb, and M
0
cb ). Refer to Fig. 5(e-f). Assume
r to some faces f ∈ Pb , where r0 ⊂ r for a 4-narrow channel r ⊂ dom(M
that the pockets are added to the faces f ∈ Pb sequentially, and let us consider only one operation, where
b ⊂M
cb into two polygons, say N
b1 below r0 and N
b2 above r0 . We show that
a pocket r0 splits a polygon N
b is a pocketed vertical mountain, then both N
b1 and N
b2 are pocketed vertical mountains, too. N
b can be
if N
0
represented as a vertical mountain N and some attached pockets. Rectangle r splits N into two vertical
b is disjoint from r0 , then it will be a pocket of N
b1 or N
b2 . If r0
mountains N1 and N2 . If a pocket of N
b , then one of the longer side of the 4-narrow channel r is contained in an edge of
intersects a pocket p of N
pocket p. The rectangle r0 partitions p it into two rectangles, say p1 below r0 and p2 above r0 . Clearly, p1 is
adjacent to an edge of N1 , and p2 is adjacent to an edge of N2 . Since r \ r0 consists of two squares below
and above r0 , the side of p1 (resp., p2 ) adjacent to N1 (resp., N2 ) is longer than its orthogonal sides, which
means that p1 is a pocket of N1 (resp., p2 is a pocket of N2 ).
Termination. Every point vertically visible from the base b is in dom(Mb ). Ideally, at the end of a
recursive call, each point of dom(Mb ) lies in some polygon of Nb . The polygons in Nb are discarded from
further consideration in recursive calls. Some portions of dom(Mb ), however, may be in pockets of some
bb . Note that each such pocket is adjacent to the base side b(f ) of a polygon f ∈ Pb , and will
faces fb ∈ P
b ∈ Nb(f ) in the next level of the recursion (i.e., level in the recursion tree). This
be included in a polygon N
means that all points of dom(Mb ) are removed from further consideration either in the call where Mb is
created, or in a call at the next level of recursion (in which they lie below the base of some Mb(f ) , f ∈ Pb ).
We show that any point x ∈ int(P ) is contained in dom(Mb ) for some base b at depth at most n in the
recursion tree. For x ∈ int(P ), let fi (x) denote the polygon at depth i of the recursion that contains x;
and let πi (x) denote the minimum integer such that there is an orthogonal polyline that consists of πi (x)
segments and connects x to the base segment of fi (x) within int(fi (x)). Initially, π0 (x) < n, since P has
n vertices and so any two points can be connected by an orthogonal polyline of less than n segments. Since
all points orthogonally visible from a base are either discarded or will be below the base in the next level of
recursion, we have πi+1 (x) < πi (x) for every x and i, hence Algorithm 2 terminates within at most n levels
of recursion.
Charging scheme for length. We show that the total length of the new edges created in algorithm
BuildMountains(Pb, b) is at most 2|Pb| by charging every new edge to portions of edges of the input
polygon Pb of the same length such that every portion is charged at most twice. Denote by E0 the set of
edges of Pb. Let E1 be the set of new edges constructed in all steps 1 throughout the algorithm. By Propo12

sition 2, subroutine AddPockets does not increase the length of the given P SLG. Hence, it is enough to
show that |E1 | ≤ 2|Pb|.
Assume that the base b is horizontal in the recursive call we consider. The new edges constructed in
step 1 of this call are the edges in Mb \ Pb and they are all vertical. Every edge e ⊆ Mb \ Pb is adjacent to
Mb and some other face fe of Pb ∪ Mb (Fig. 5(b)). The boundary of fe is composed of e and portions of
Pb. Project e horizontally on fe \ e. The projection is composed of vertical portions of the input polygon Pb.
Charge the length of e to the projection. We show that each portion of Pb is charged at most twice, at most
once from each side. A segment s ⊂ Pb in the projection of e either lies on the boundary of a polygon in
Nb (and is discarded from further consideration), or it is on the boundary of a polygon of Nb(f ) for some
f ∈ Pb and discarded in the following level of the recursion. However, at the next level of recursion, all new
edges are charged to horizontal portions of Pb, so s cannot be charged. In either case, within two consecutive
recursive calls, any polygon adjacent to s and containing e is discarded from any recursive subproblem, and
so s cannot be charged again from this side. The output subdivision G is the union of Pb and the new edges
of total length at most 2|Pb|, hence |G| ≤ 3|Pb|.
Charging scheme for vertices. We give an upper bound on the number of Steiner vertices created in
Algorithm 2. Every edge in E1 is incident to a reflex vertex v of Pb; and every reflex vertex of Pb is incident
to at most one edge of E1 . The reason for this is that if v is incident to a new edge of some mountain Mb ,
then v becomes a convex vertex in the recursive subproblems. Note also that if a new vertex w is reflex in a
c1 , then w lies along the base of P
c1 and so w is not incident to any new edge of E1 constructed
subproblem P
in that subproblem. Hence, we have #E1 ≤ n. Each edge of E1 is incident to a vertex of Pb and a potentially
new vertex, so the construction of polygons Mb throughout Algorithm 2 increases the number of vertices by
at most n. Each pocket added in a AddPockets subroutine increases the number of vertices by 4, with the
four corners of a rectangle r0 . Next, we deduce an upper bound on the total number of pockets created in
Algorithm 2.

e4
e2
e1

e4

e3

e3

e2
e1

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) The edges in E0 (in black) and E1 (in gray) from the instance in Fig. 5. One pocket was created between
edges e1 ∈ E0 and e2 ∈ E1 , and another one between e3 ∈ E0 and e4 ∈ E1 . (b) By contracting each edge in E0 and
E1 to a node, and drawing a curve between the edges along a pocket, we obtain a bipartite plane graph.

First consider the pockets created in subroutines AddPockets(G, Mb ) for all bases b. Every such
pocket lies between an edge of E0 and a parallel edge of E1 , and every pair of parallel edges in E0 × E1
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is responsible for at most one pocket. Note that the segments in E0 ∪ E1 are pairwise noncrossing. By
drawing a curve in each pocket that connects the two corresponding edges of E0 and E1 , we obtain a plane
bipartite graph (see Fig. 6) where the two vertex classes correspond to E0 and E1 (each segment can be
contracted to a single point). A plane bipartite graph on #(E0 ∪ E1 ) vertices has less than 2#(E0 ∪ E1 )
edges by Euler’s polyhedron theorem. Since #E0 + #E1 ≤ n + n = 2n, the number of these pockets is
less than 4n. These pockets also split some edges of E1 into several segments. Denote by E2 the set of all
resulting subsegments of E1 (including the edges of E1 that are not split). Each pocket partitions an edge of
E1 into two pieces, so we have #E2 ≤ #E1 + 4n ≤ 5n. Now consider the pockets created in subroutines
AddPockets(G, f ) for all f ∈ Pb and all b throughout the algorithm. Each such pocket lies between an
edge of E2 and a parallel edge of E0 ∪ E2 . Similar to the previous argument, the number of these pockets
is at most 2#(E0 ∪ E2 ) ≤ 2(n + 5n) = 12n. The subdivision G of the input polygon Pb has at most
n + n + 4(4n + 12n) = 66n vertices.
An O(n log n) time implementation. For computing the subdivision G, we maintain the polygonal faces
in every level of the recursion. The faces for which BuildMountains is applied in the same level of
recursion are the active polygons of that level. The active polygons have pairwise disjoint interiors. We also
maintain a ray shooting data structure [22] that stores all axis-parallel rays emanating from vertices in every
active polygon. Note that the active polygons and all vertical (resp., horizontal) rays form a P SLG. The size
of this data structure is O(n), since the total number of vertices is O(n).
Initially we can compute all axis-parallel rays emanating from the vertices of the input polygon Pb in four
line sweeps in O(n log n) time. To compute the rays emanating from new vertices, we use a linear space
dynamic data structure of Giyora and Kaplan [19] that supports vertical (resp., horizontal) ray-shooting
queries, segment insertions, and deletions in O(log n) time. We can also maintain the already existing rays
in O(n log n) time; we need to truncate a ray if it crosses a new edge of G. Each truncation of a ray can be
done in O(1) time. Each ray in our data structure is truncated in at most two consecutive recursive calls: If a
−
−
ray →
a emanating from a vertex v is truncated (a new edge in E1 ∪E2 crosses →
a ) in one recursive call, then v
→
will be on the boundary of a polygon in Nb in either this call or in a call at the next level of recursion, and −
a
is discarded from further consideration. Since an existing vertical (horizontal) ray can cross up to O(n) new
horizontal (vertical) edges, we need to make sure that no ray is truncated too many times in any invocation.
In each recursive call, we sort all new vertical (horizontal) edges by their x-coordinates (y-coordinates) in
a balanced binary search tree and insert them into G in the tree order. This guarantees that each ray is
truncated at most O(log n) times at each level of the recursion. Altogether, we maintain a data structure of
all axis-parallel rays emanating from vertices of the active polygons in O(n log n) total time.
Besides maintaining all axis-parallel rays emanating from all vertices in the active polygons, the operations of Algorithm 2 take O(n) additional time. We construct the mountain polygons Mb in output-sensitive
linear time (by simply walking around the weakly simple polygon Mb , which consists of edges of Pb and
vertical rays emanating from certain reflex vertices), and we detect all 4-narrow channels throughout the
algorithm in O(n) total time (since each narrow channel is bounded by two parallel edges such that a ray
emanating from an endpoint of one edge hits the other edge). Altogether, the total runtime of Algorithm 2
is O(n log n). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
2

4

Subdividing mountains and pocketed mountains

In this section, we first subdivide a simple internally 4-spacious mountain polygon into polygons of constant
internal dilation. We then extend this algorithm and subdivide arbitrary (i.e., weakly simple) 4-spacious
mountains and 4-spacious pocketed mountains, as well, into polygons of constant internal dilation. Simple
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mountain polygons are useful because their internal dilation can be bounded in terms of the detours of point
pairs in horizontal or vertical position (Lemma 4).
Consider a simple vertical mountain M with a horizontal base b. For every horizontal visibility segment
uv with u, v ∈ M and uv ⊂ dom(M ), we denote by d∗M (u, v) the length of the (upper) path between u and
v along M that does not contain the base b.
Lemma 4 The internal dilation of a simple vertical mountain M is at most max(δH (M ) + 1, δV (M )),
where
• δH (M ) = max{d∗M (u, v)/|uv| : u, v ∈ M , uv ⊂ dom(M ), and uv is horizontal};
• δV (M ) = |M |/(2|λ(M )|), where λ(M ) is the shortest vertical segment uv with u, v ∈ M and
relint(uv) ⊂ int(M ).
Proof: Clearly, δH (M ) is an upper bound on the detour between a point pair in horizontal position along

q
u
M

M

q
λ(M )

p

p
q

v

p
b

b

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) A simple mountain polygon M , the minimum distance λ(M ) between the base and the upper path of
M . (b) A point pair p, q ∈ M \ b and the staircase path between them with all vertical segments lying in M . (c) For an
x- and y-monotone orthogonal polygon P , the internal dilation can be arbitrarily large even though δH (P ) and δV (P )
are bounded by a constant.

M , and δV (M ) is an upper bound on the maximal dilation between a point pair in vertical position along
M . Refer to Fig. 7.
Consider two points p, q ∈ M for which the internal dilation of M is attained. We may assume that pq
is a visibility segment (that is, relint(pq) ⊂ int(M )). We can assume that p and q do not both lie on the
base, since their detour would be 1. We distinguish two cases: (1) either p or q is contained in the base b,
(2) neither p nor q is contained in the base b.
Case 1: p ∈ b. In this case, q 6∈ b and so |pq| ≥ λ(M ). Since dM (p, q) is less than |M |/2, we have
dM (p, q)/|pq| ≤ δV (M ).
Case 2: p, q 6∈ b. Denote by |pq|H (resp., |pq|V ) the length of the horizontal (resp., vertical) projection
of segment pq. Let π(p, q) be the staircase path (i.e., a monotone orthogonal path) between p and q
whose vertical segments all lie in M (see Fig. 7(b)). Clearly, we have |π(p, q)| = |pq|H + |pq|V . The
shortest path distance dM (p, q) is at most the total length of the shortest paths between consecutive
vertices of π(p, q). Every vertical segment uv along π(p, q) is a shortest path and so dM (u, v) = |uv|;
and for every horizontal segment uv, the shortest path distance is at most dM (u, v) ≤ δH (M )|uv|.
2
Hence, we have dM (p, q) ≤ δH (M )|pq|H + |pq|V < (δH (M ) + 1)|pq|.
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Note that the internal dilation of an arbitrary simple orthogonal polygon cannot be bounded in terms
of detours between horizontal and vertical point pairs. Fig. 7(c) shows that an x- and y-monotone polygon
P can have arbitrarily large dilation even though the ratio dP (u, v)/|uv| is at most 3 for any horizontal or
vertical segment uv ⊂ dom(P ), with u, v ∈ P .

4.1

Subdividing simple mountains into polygons of constant geometric dilation

We now present and analyze an algorithm for subdividing a simple internally 4-spacious mountain polygon
into orthogonal polygons of constant internal dilation, namely 4-spacious pocketed mountains. Our algorithm greedily chooses polygons for which the dilation bound of Lemma 4 is above a constant threshold.
We prove the following.
Lemma 5 A simple internally 4-spacious mountain M with n vertices has a 4-spacious orthogonal subdivision G, where (i) the internal dilation of every face of G is at most 189; (ii) the length of G is at most
4
3 |M |; and G has at most 27n vertices. Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n) time.
For every horizontal segment s (not necessarily an edge of M ), we define a padding, which is a rectangle whose top side is s and whose vertical sides each have length |s|/4. Perturb the y-coordinates of
horizontal edges of M by a tiny ε > 0, if necessary, so that no two horizontal edges of M are collinear.
This perturbation simplifies our algorithm when we scan M with a sweep line (there are no ties). Let H
denote the (infinite) set of all horizontal visibility segments in M , that is, all horizontal segments uv such
that u, v ∈ M and relint(uv) ⊂ int(M ).
With a parameter α (which is later set to α = 9), we use the following algorithm to subdivide M into
4-spacious mountains. Refer to Fig. 8.
Algorithm 3 SubdivideMountain(M ).
Input: a simple internally 4-spacious vertical mountain M that lies above its (horizontal) base b.
Output: a subdivision G of the input polygon M . All bounded faces of G have internal dilation at most 189.
S TEP 1. Sweep a horizontal line ` from the top edge of M down until one of the following three events
(cases) occurs for uv ∈ H, uv ⊂ `.
1. If ` reaches the base b of M , then continue with S TEP 2.
2. If d∗M (u, v) = α|uv| (Fig. 8a,c), then do: Let G be the union of M and the lower, left, and right
edges of the padding of uv. Let P be the face of G containing uv. Call AddPockets(G, P ),
which modifies G and creates Pb. Continue with S TEP 2.
3. If there is a segment uv ∈ H, uv ⊂ `, whose padding intersects b (Fig. 8d), then do: Let G be
the union of M and two vertical segments connecting u and v, resp., to b. Let P be the face of
G between u and v. Call AddPockets(G, P ), which modifies G and creates Pb.
S TEP 2. For every face f of the resulting subdivision G that lies entirely in the closed halfplane below
`, let G = G ∪ SubdivideMountain(f ) (Fig. 8(e)). Return G (Fig. 8(f)).
Proof of Lemma 5: First we show that in Algorithm 3, every visibility segment uv with endpoints u, v ∈ M
1
and lying along the sweep line ` must be at distance at least 12
|uv| from the base b. Initially, when the sweep
line passes through the top horizontal edge of M , we have d∗M (u, v) = |uv|, and the above condition holds
since there is no 4-narrow channel in M . The ratio d∗M (u, v)/|uv| increases while u and v move along
vertical edges of M , and it does not increase when ` reaches a horizontal edge of M . The padding of uv
moves continuously with the sweep line ` while u and v move along vertical edges of M , but the padding
may increase dramatically when ` reaches a horizontal edge of M .
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Figure 8: The progress of Algorithm 3 for subdividing a simple mountain polygon. The active polygons are marked
with thick lines. (a) Case 2 applies. (b) The sweep line ` passes through a horizontal edge of the input mountain. (c)
c3 and at its current position case 3 applies to uv.
Case 2 applies. (d) The sweep line has reached the base of polygon P
(e) The sweep line ` reaches the base of all active polygons. (f) The resulting subdivision.

Let us consider the case that ` passes through a horizontal edge vu0 ⊂ M and two visibility segments,
uv and u0 v 0 (Fig. 8b). Segment vu0 is a single edge of M , since we assume that no two edges of M are
collinear. The paddings of uv and u0 v 0 are disjoint from b (otherwise case 3 would have occurred earlier),
and the padding of the edge vu0 is also disjoint from b (since M is 4-spacious). Therefore, the distance
1
|uv 0 |. Hence the segment uv 0 is at distance at least
between ` and b is at least 14 max(|uv|, |vu0 |, |u0 v 0 |) ≥ 12
1
0
12 |uv | from the base.
We now show that every face in the output subdivision G has O(1) dilation. First consider case 2. Note
that face P (defined in the algorithm) is a mountain polygon, and after AddPockets(G, P ), the pocketed
mountain Pb is discarded from further consideration. The length of P is at most (α+ 32 )|uv|. By construction,
we have δH (P ) = α + 12 . The length of every maximal vertical segment w1 w2 , with w1 , w2 ∈ P and
relint(w1 w2 ) ⊂ int(P ) is at least 41 |uv|. Hence, δV (P ) ≤ (α + 41 + 14 + 1)|uv|/(2 · 14 |uv|) = 2α + 3. By
Lemma 4 we have δint (P ) ≤ 2α + 3 and, by Lemma 2, δint (Pb) ≤ 6α + 9.
Next, consider case 3. Again, P (defined in the algorithm) is a mountain polygon, and after
AddPockets(G, P ), the pocketed mountain Pb is discarded from further consideration. The total length
of the two vertical segments connecting u and v to the base is at most 12 |uv|. So the length of P is at most
(α + 32 )|uv|. By construction, we have δH (P ) < α + 12 . We next give an upper bound on δV (P ). If uv does
not contain any horizontal edge of M , then the length of λ(P ) is at least |uv|/4, which is the height of the
padding of uv. If uv contains a horizontal edge of M , then the length of λ(P ) is at least |uv|/12. Hence,
1
δV (P ) < (α + 32 )|uv|/(2 · 12
|uv|) = 6α + 9. Lemma 4 gives δint (P ) ≤ 6α + 9 and by Lemma 2, we have
b
δint (P ) ≤ 18α + 27. Thus in both cases, we have δint (Pb) ≤ 18α + 27.
Recursive calls and active polygons. One recursive call of Algorithm 3 processes a mountain M until
one of the cases 2 or 3 occurs. In both cases, it subdivides M into polygonal faces, discards a face Pb which
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is a pocketed mountain polygon of internal dilation at most 18α + 27, and recurses on the remaining faces.
The faces processed on level i of the recursion are the active polygons of level i, denoted by Fi . Note that
each active mountain polygon is internally 4-spacious, and the active polygons are pairwise disjoint.
Charging scheme for length. Consider one recursive call where an active mountain M ∈ Fi is processed.
In case 2, at least an α|uv| portion of M is discarded, and new edges of total length at most 23 |uv| are created
and passed over to the subproblems. In case 3, at least a 2|uv| portion of M is discarded, and some new
3
edges of length at most 12 |uv| are created. So each unit of P
length is charged by max( 14 , 2α
) new units. It
∞
1
i
follows from a summation of the geometric series (that is, i=0 x = 1−x for 0 < x < 1) that the total
length of the new edges in the entire algorithm is at most
Ã
!
1
3 − 1 |M |.
1 − max( 14 , 2α
)
With α ≥ 6 (note that we will use α = 9), the total length of the new edges is at most |M |/3, and the output
subdivision has length at most 43 |M |.
Charging scheme for vertices. We classify the set of vertices of the active polygons in Fi : Let Vi denote
the set that contains, for each active polygon M ∈ Fi , all vertices except for the four vertices on the leftmost
and rightmost vertical edges of M . Let mi = #Fi denote the number of active polygons at level i of the
recursion. Initially, we have #V0 = n − 4 and m0 = 1. When an active polygon M ∈ Fi is processed,
some of its vertices in Vi are discarded, and some become vertices of Vi+1 in the next level of recursion. We
now show that #Vi+1 − mi+1 < #Vi − mi at every level i.
Consider the effect of one recursive call on Vi and mi , ignoring for a moment the effect of the calls to
the subroutine AddPockets. Let M ∈ Fi be an active polygon. If case 2 applies, at least two vertices
are discarded (the vertices directly above u and v), and two new vertices are created (below u and v). If u
(resp., v) does not lie along a leftmost or rightmost vertical edge of M , then the discarded vertex above u
(resp., v) is in Vi and the new vertex below is in Vi+1 ; otherwise these vertices above and below u (resp., v)
are neither in Vi nor in Vi+1 . If α ≥ 9, then case 2 discards at least two additional vertices of Vi , because
otherwise the vertical edges of M above u and v would form a 4-narrow channel in dom(M ). Set α = 9.
Then in case 2, the number of vertices discarded from Vi is larger by at least 2 than the number of newly
created vertices in Vi+1 , while the number of active polygons remains the same.
If case 3 applies to M ∈ Fi , no new vertices of Vi+1 are created and at least two vertices of Vi are
discarded; the number of components increases by at most one. Finally, each pocket created by the subroutine AddPockets creates one more active polygon, but it discards the same number of vertices of Vi as it
creates in Vi+1 . Hence, #Vi+1 − mi+1 < #Vi − mi .
Initially, we have #V0 − m0 = n − 5. It follows that cases 2 and 3 occur at most n − 5 times during
Algorithm 3.
Let us estimate the number of pockets created by calls to the AddPockets subroutine in Algorithm 3.
Let E0 be the set of edges of the input mountain M . In both case 2 and 3, we define a path π consisting of
three segments: In case 2, let π consist of the left, right and lower sides of the padding of uv; in case 3 let
π consist of the vertical edges connecting u and v to the projection of uv to the base. Let E1 be the set of
all paths π constructed in this way. Since cases 2 and 3 occur at most n − 5 times, we have #E1 ≤ n − 5.
Furthermore, the paths in E1 are pairwise noncrossing. Each pocket corresponds to two parallel edges,
one in E1 and another one in E0 ∪ E1 ; and each pair in E1 × (E0 ∪ E1 ) is responsible for at most one
pocket. Drawing a curve in each pocket that connects the two corresponding edges of E0 and E1 , we obtain
a plane graph with vertex set E0 ∪ E1 (each edge and path is contractible to a point). A plane graph with
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#(E0 ∪ E1 ) ≤ 2n − 5 vertices has at most 3(2n − 5) − 6 = 6n − 21 edges by Euler’s polyhedron theorem.
Hence the number of these pockets is less than 6n.
Each pocket comes with four new vertices. Apart from the new vertices of pockets, either of case 2 and
3 creates two new vertices. Throughout Algorithm 3, a total of at most 4 · 6n + 2(n − 5) < 26n new vertices
are created. Hence, the output subdivision has at most 27n vertices.
An O(n log n) time implementation. The recursive subdivision of a 4-spacious mountain polygon can
be implemented in a single sweep line algorithm in O(n log n) time. As the horizontal line sweeps over
the input mountain M from its top horizontal edge to its base, we maintain the list of vertical edges of all
active mountains sorted by x coordinates. For each horizontal segment uv with u, v ∈ M and relint(uv) ⊂
int(M ) we also maintain |uv|, d∗M (u, v), and the padding of uv. We maintain an event queue of the future
positions of the sweep line ` where cases 2 and 3 occur, and where ` contains a horizontal edge of M .
an intermediate
sentinel of e2
e1
e01

e2

padding
of s

`h

h
e4

s

e02
e3

top sentinels
of e3 and e4
M

Figure 9: A padding of a vertical segment s ⊂ M and the top and intermediate sentinels in a mountain polygon M .
If a new vertical edge traverses the padding of e02 , e3 , or e4 , then it forms a 4-narrow channel with it.

It is easy to detect 4-narrow channels between the lower edge of a padding and the base. In order to
detect 4-narrow channels between vertical edges efficiently, we maintain a set of horizontal line segments,
which we call sentinels; see Fig. 9. Intuitively, the sentinels of an existing vertical edge e signal if a new
vertical edge f is so close to e that the two edges form a 4-narrow channel. Recall that the new vertical edges
created in Algorithm 3 are always incident to a reflex vertex along the upper chain of an active mountain.
For every vertical edge e of the active mountains, we define one top sentinel and possibly some intermediate sentinels. For every vertical segment s ⊂ M along a simple vertical mountain M , let the padding of
s be a rectangle whose left or right side is s, that extends into the interior of M and whose horizontal sides
have length |s|/4. (Refer to Fig. 9.) The top sentinel of a vertical edge e is the top side of the padding of e.
Since the visibility between the top vertices of vertical edges forming a 4-narrow channel may be blocked
by the upper polygonal chain of M , we construct up to two intermediate sentinels along the line through
horizontal edges whose both endpoints are incident to 270◦ interior angles of M . From every such horizontal edge h, shoot two horizontal rays in opposite directions along the line `h through h. The two rays hit
some vertical edges e1 and e2 . Let e01 and e02 denote the portions of these edges below `h . The intermediate
sentinel of e1 along `h is a possible segment along the top side of the padding of e01 : it is the portion of
the top side of the padding of e01 which is blocked by h from e1 . Similarly, the intermediate sentinel of e2
along `h is the possible portion of the top side of the padding of e02 which is blocked by h from e2 . Each
vertical edge has one top sentinel, and there are up to two intermediate sentinels along the line through each
horizontal edge. Overall we maintain a total of O(n) sentinels.
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If a new vertical edge e2 forms a 4-narrow channel with an existing edge e1 , then e2 must intersect one
of the sentinels of e1 . If e2 intersects a sentinel of e1 , but does not form a 4-narrow channel with it, then the
bottom vertex of e2 is above the bottom vertex of e1 . Hence, e2 can intersect at most two sentinel segments
(of two vertical edges on opposite sides of e2 ) without forming a 4-narrow channel with the corresponding
edges. We can compute all intersections of e2 with the (horizontal) sentinel segments using the dynamic ray
shooting data structure of Giyora and Kaplan [19] in O(log n) time per intersection. While the collection
of vertical edges of active polygons may change (edges may be removed, shortened, and new edges may
be created), the ray shooting data structure can be updated in O(log n) time per change. Since a total of
O(n) vertices are created throughout the algorithm, there are O(n) updates. Thus the total runtime of our
subdivision algorithm is O(n log n). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
2

4.2

Subdividing spacious mountains into polygons of constant geometric dilation

Next we show how to perturb a 4-spacious mountain into a simple internally 4-spacious mountain, for which
Algorithm 3 can be applied.
Lemma 6 A 4-spacious mountain M with n vertices has an orthogonal 4-spacious subdivision G, where
(i) the internal dilation of every face of G is at most 378; (ii) the length of G is at most 35 |M |; and G has at
most 54n vertices. Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Proof: For a 4-spacious mountain polygon M with n vertices, we construct a perturbed polygon M 0 , which
is internally 4-spacious, simple, and has up to 2n vertices and |M 0 | ≤ 2|M | + 2n² length for an arbitrarily
small ². Let M 0 be the locus of all points in int(M ) at L1 -distance ² from M for a sufficiently small ² > 0
(Fig. 10(a)). Since M 0 is the boundary of a simply connected polygonal domain (the points in int(M ) at
L1 -distance at least ² from M ), M 0 is a simple polygon. We insert a vertex
at every bend point of the closed
√
curve M 0 , and at every connected straight line portion of M 0 in an ( 2²)-neighborhood of a vertex of M .
In particular, for a vertex v = (v1 , v2 ) of M : If M has an angle of 90◦ or 270◦ at v, then M 0 has a bend at a
point (v1 ± ², v2 ± ²); if M has an angle of 180◦ at v, then we insert a vertex on an edge of M 0 at (v1 , v2 ± ²)
or (v1 ± ², v2 ); finally if M has an angle of 360◦ at v then M 0 has two bends at points (v1 ± ², v2 ± ²). Since
a mountain polygon can have at most two angles incident to any vertex, which add up to at most 360◦ , the
simple polygon M 0 has at most 2n vertices, at most two vertices in the neighborhood of each vertex of M .
If M is 4-spacious, then M 0 is internally 4-spacious for a sufficiently small ².
By Lemma 5, SubdivideMountain(M 0 ) returns a 4-spacious subdivision G0 of M 0 where (i) the
internal dilation of every face is at most 189; (ii) |G0 | ≤ 43 |M 0 |; and G0 has at most 27 · 2n = 54n vertices
(Fig. 10(b)). In the computation, we use virtual coordinates, with an infinitesimally small ². By making ² =
0, each vertex of M 0 is snapped to a nearby vertex of M (Fig. 10(c)), and we obtain a subdivision G of M ,
where (i) the internal dilation of every face is at most 189; (ii) |G| ≤ 83 |M |; and G has at most 54n vertices.
For a 4-spacious mountain M , denote the resulting subdivision G by SubdivideMountain(M ).
2

4.3

Subdividing spacious pocketed mountains into polygons of constant geometric dilation

Next we extend Lemma 5 to pocketed mountains, by amending Algorithm 3, SubdivideMountain(M ).
c).
Our new algorithm is SubdividePMountain(M
c with n vertices admits an orthogonal subdivision G,
Lemma 7 Every 4-spacious pocketed mountain M
c|; and
where (i) the internal dilation of every face of G is at most 1134; (ii) the length of G is at most 2|M
(iii) G has at most 324n vertices. Such a subdivision can be computed in O(n log n) time.
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M

M0

ε

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 10: (a) A weakly simple mountain M with 21 vertices and the perturbed simple polygon M 0 with 33 vertices,
(b) a subdivision of M 0 , (c) the induced subdivision of M .

c is represented as a 4-spacious mountain M and a
Intuitive overview. A 4-spacious pocketed mountain M
finite set of pockets. Algorithm SubdivideMountain(M ) returns a 4-spacious subdivision H of M into
c. If a
faces of constant geometric dilation. It remains to modify this subdivision to cover the pockets of M
c
c.
pocket r of M has bounded aspect ratio, then we could simply add it as a new face in the subdivision of M
If r has large aspect ratio, however, then we would like to attach it to the adjacent faces of the subdivision H
using our subroutine AddPockets. If a remaining portion r0 of r still has large aspect ratio, then intuitively
it must be adjacent to several faces of H. In this case, we simply partition r0 into rectangles of aspect ratio
at most 4, and charge the new Steiner vertices to the vertices of H on the boundary of r0 . We continue with
the details.
c).
Algorithm 4 SubdividePMountain(M
c represented as a 4-spacious mountain M and a finite set of
Input: a 4-spacious pocketed mountain M
pockets.
c. All bounded faces of G have internal dilation at most 1134.
Output: a subdivision G of the input M
c. Let P denote the faces of H.
1. Let H =SubdivideMountain(M ) and G = H ∪ M
2. For every f ∈ P, apply AddPockets(G, f ) .
c) \ S
3. Subdivide every rectangle of dom(M
dom(fb) into rectangles of aspect ratio at most 4.
f ∈P

4. Return G.
c has a common side sr with M , and the length of each
Proof of Lemma 7: Recall that each pocket r of M
c| and that M has fewer vertices than M
c.
side of r orthogonal to sr is at most |sr |. Note also that |M | ≤ |M
By Lemma 6, G is an orthogonal subdivision of M where (i) the internal dilation of every face f ∈ P
is at most 378; (ii) |G| ≤ 53 |M |; and G has at most 54n vertices. In step 2, the internal dilation of every
face f ∈ P increases at most by a factor of 3 to at most 3 · 378 = 1134 by Lemma 2; and the length of
G does not increase. At most one pocket is attached to each edge of G lying on the boundary of M , each
of which creates four new vertices. So the number of vertices increases by a factor of at most 5 to at most
5 · 54n = 270n.
The regions dom(f ), f ∈ P, tile the domain of the mountains polygon dom(M ) entirely. After adding
pockets to each face in P, however, the regions dom(fb), f ∈ P, may still not fill the domain of the pocketed
b
c). The difference set dom(M
c) \ S
mountain dom(M
f ∈P dom(f ) consists of maximal connected portions
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c
M

c
M

M

(a)

c
M

H

(b)

(c)

c represented as a 4-spacious mountain M and three pockets. (b)
Figure 11: (a) A 4-spacious pocketed mountain M
SubdivideMountain(M ) produces a 4-spacious subdivision H of M . (c) Subroutines AddPockets extend
c.
some of the faces of H into the adjacent pockets of M

c that have not been attached to any face of H. Each such portion is a rectangle r0 ⊂ r
of pockets of M
c. If the aspect ratio of r0 is t ≥ 4, then G must have at least bt/4c vertices along
for a pocket r of M
sr , otherwise it would form a 4-narrow channel with H, which are eliminated in step 2. Step 3 creates at
c for each vertex of H along M , and the number of vertices of H is bounded
most one new vertex along M
c|/4. We obtain an orthogonal subdivision
by 54n. The length of the subdivision increases by at most |M
c where (i) the internal dilation of every face is at most 3 · 378 = 1134; (ii) the total length is at most
M
5
1 c
23 c
c
3 |M | + 4 |M | ≤ 12 |M | < 2|M |; and (iii) the total number of vertices is at most (270 + 54)n = 324n. It is
straightforward to implement Algorithm 4 in O(n log n) time.
2

5

Conclusion

We have shown that any set of n points in the plane can be embedded in a planar straight line graph having
O(1) geometric dilation, O(n) vertices, and O(W ) length. In addition, we also guaranteed that all edges
are axis-parallel (i.e., the network is orthogonal), thus the maximum degree is 4. An obvious open problem
is to improve the constants to a level close to that of low vertex dilation networks. We do not know, either,
whether Steiner points are necessary (if we drop the condition that edges are axis-parallel).
One could ask whether it is possible to construct a plane network with the additional property that all
bounded faces are convex (e.g., all bounded faces are rectangles in case of an orthogonal network). We
have recently shown that the answer is negative: Specifically, a set S of n points uniformly distributed on
two concentric circles of radii 1 and 2 has the property that every plane network with O(n) vertices, O(W )
length, and O(1) vertex dilation must have a nonconvex bounded face [14].
We now discuss a possible extension of our main result in Theorem 1. Clearly any P SLG G in which the
minimum angle is α has geometric dilation at least 1/ sin( α2 ) [15] (e.g., α = π/2 for orthogonal networks).
Moreover, this value cannot be reduced by augmenting G with new edges, since the minimum angle can
only decrease. This leads us to the following natural question. Is it always possible to augment G (with new
edges and Steiner vertices) so that the geometric dilation of the resulting graph G0 is at most O(1/ sin( α2 )) =
O(1/α) ? In addition, can the total length of the edges be small compared to |G|? We believe the answers
to both questions are positive:
Conjecture 1 Let G be a connected planar straight line graph with minimum angle α. Then one can
augment G (if necessary) with edges of total length O(|G|) into a planar straight line graph G0 of geometric
dilation O(1/α).
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This would mean that any network without sharp angles admits a cheap “fix” so that the geometric dilation of
the resulting network is close to optimal. Observe, however, that there is no possible upper bound guarantee
on the number of edges used: See for instance, again, the case of a thin rectangle.
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